January 20th, 2016
FOX3, FOX3-3G and Gurtam, Wialon Tracking Platform,
FALCOM GmbH has recently established partnership with Gurtam, an international software development
company that develops GPS tracking and fleet management software for a global market.
The two companies are closely cooperating to complete the integration of FALCOM’s reliable hardware
into Wialon tracking platform server, to offer their customers telematics solutions for different business
processes.
Being one of the leading GPS-tracking solutions providers, Gurtam longs for cooperation with high-quality
hardware providers. In view of several FALCOM devices already integrated with Wialon system and the
advanced functionality of new FOX3 & FOX3-3G devices we expect faster business development for both
our companies through closer cooperation. It means that our clients will soon be able to try FALCOM +
Wialon cluster under special conditions if the specified number of units is connected.

About Gurtam
Gutam is an international software development company that develops GPS tracking and fleet
management software for a global market. 13 years of experience allowed Gurtam to unite a Community
of more than 700 partners using Wialon worldwide. Hosted and server based versions are utilized in
transport and logistics, delivery and field service, agriculture, construction and etc. The ultimate platform
allows for effective fleet management, asset and fuel tracking, and even more complex Eco Driving and
Cold Chain Management.
Wialon Data Center provides increased data stability and security, which guarantees the operational
performance of Gurtam SaaS solutions over 99,5% time monthly. It’s represented by more than 120
servers in the EU, USA and Russian Federation, providing advanced data transfer and connection speed to
handle half a million messages every minute. Today data center capacities are used in more than 100
countries of the world.
About FALCOM
FALCOM, a member company of Maestro Wireless Solutions, is a storied M2M and IoT specialist from
Germany designing, manufacturing and selling world-wide state-of-the-art devices, services and solutions
ideally suited to numerous applications: fleet management, car sharing, usage-based insurance pricing,
asset and workforce tracking and security, precision farming.
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